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Château de la Coutère - Chemin de la Coutère, 31230, Saint Laurent Sur Save, Haute Garonne, France
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1. Head for L’isle Jourdain after leaving Toulouse

2. Once closer to L’isle Jourdain you will start seeing signs for Lombez and 
Samatan, so then follow these

3. Once at Samatan or Lombez, as soon as you see a sign for L’isle en Dodon, head 
for that. It’s our closest town and from that town, it’s 7 minutes (10km) and a 
straight road to the turn off to our village. 

4. On the D17 road after leaving L’isle en Dodon, you will travel until you see a sign 
for Saint Laurent Sur Save (our village), it will tell you to turn left at a filter 
junction, there is a large religious statue at this junction.

5. Drive towards the centre of the village, but as you drive over the bridge over 

the river, take an immediate right turning (usually this is sign-posted ‘La 
Coutere’ (if a storm hasn’t blown it over).

6. Drive up this road and then take the first right-hand turning, which is a very 
small track between two houses. This is the old chateau road - ‘Chemin de la 
Coutere’ (although there is no street sign). 

7. You will pass two houses on your left and three on your right and then that’s it 
for around 1 - 1.5km until you reach the end of the road which is our chateau 
gates with a sign which reads; ‘Chateau de la Coutere’ and of course you have 
then found us!
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1. Head for L’isle Jourdain after leaving Toulouse

2. Once closer to L’isle Jourdain you will start seeing signs for Lombez and 
Samatan, so then follow these

3. Once at Samatan or Lombez, as soon as you see a sign for L’isle en Dodon, head 
for that. It’s our closest town and from that town, it’s 7 minutes (10km) and a 
straight road to the turn off to our village. 

4. On the D17 road after leaving L’isle en Dodon, you will travel until you see a sign 
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the river, take an immediate right turning (usually this is sign-posted ‘La 
Coutere’ (if a storm hasn’t blown it over).

6. Drive up this road and then take the first right-hand turning, which is a very 
small track between two houses. This is the old chateau road - ‘Chemin de la 
Coutere’ (although there is no street sign). 

7. You will pass two houses on your left and three on your right and then that’s it 
for around 1 - 1.5km until you reach the end of the road which is our chateau 
gates with a sign which reads; ‘Chateau de la Coutere’ and of course you have 
then found us!
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